Preschool • Kindergarten

Patterning

With Pattern Blocks

Fairy Poppins
Thanks for choosing these patterning cards. They make a great addition to preschool and kindergarten math centers.

For more teaching resources and freebies visit my blog: www.fairypoppins.com

Instructions

• Print and laminate the mats for added durability. Cut along the dashed line to separate the cards. Fill a basket with pattern blocks.
• Choose a card and identify the pattern by color (e.g. yellow, orange, yellow, orange) or shape (e.g. hexagon, square, hexagon, square). Then place the pattern blocks on the mat to complete the pattern.
• These patterning activities cover AB and ABC patterns.

Terms of Use

You are permitted to use these copyrighted resources for your own classroom use. Please direct anyone to my store or website if they wish to have their own copies of these resources. Alternatively you can purchase a multiple user license. You may not print this resource or any of my other resources and then resell it. You can show sample pictures of my resources on your classroom website or blog if you provide a link to my TPT store, Instagram (@fairypoppinsdotcom) or website www.fairypoppins.com. Please note these are copyrighted graphics. You may not resell / redistribute / recreate / use or share these graphics or this resources in whole or in part for any reasons. Thanks.

Credits

A big thank you to these talented artists for the use of their graphics.